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For a sample of iid observations {(Xi, Yi)} from an absolutely continuous dis-
tribution, the multivariate dependence of concomitants Y[ ]=(Y[1], Y[2], ..., Y[n])
and the stochastic order of subsets of Y[ ] are studied. If (X, Y) is totally positive
dependent of order 2, Y[ ] is multivariate totally positive dependent of order 2. If
the conditional hazard rate function of Y given X, hY | X(y | x), is decreasing in x for
every y, Y[ ] is multivariate right corner set increasing. And if Y is stochastically
increasing in X, the concomitants are increasing in multivariate stochastic order.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Concomitants. Given a random sample of bivariate vectors {(Xi, Yi)}
n
i=1
from an absolutely continuous distribution, the rth order statistic, denoted
X(r), is the rth smallest observation of the X’s. That is, X(1) [X(2) [ · · ·
[X(n). The rth concomitant Y[r] is the Y observation which accompanies
X(r). Concomitants have many uses. The most common is in selection
procedures, where k individuals are chosen on the basis of their X-values,
and the corresponding Y-values represent performance on an associated
characteristic. In one particular case, X would represent the score on a
preliminary test of a group of n individuals. If we choose the k individuals
who score highest on that test to take a later test, then Y[n−k+1], ..., Y[n]
would be their scores on the second test. There are a number of articles on
the theory of concomitants. Two of the oldest, [2] and [17], predate the
term concomitant. They mainly consider the case where Y is a function of
X. [5] and [18] are some of the first articles to discuss the general case.
[6] and [7] contain some applications of concomitants. David and
Nagaraja [9] give the most recent survey of the area. Also, a book by
David [8] covers order statistics.
Let f(x, y) be the density function of X and Y. From Bhattacharya [3],





fY | X(yi | xi)6 f(r)(x) dx, (1.1)
where f(r) is the density of (X(r1), ..., X(rm)), x=(x1, ..., xm) and Gm=
{(x1, ..., xm) : x1 < x2 < · · · < xm}. Here, r refers to the vector (r1, r2, ..., rm).
(Throughout this paper, a variable written in boldface denotes a vector.)
For the case where r=(1, ..., n), it will be useful to write this density
explicitly, using the joint density of the vector of all order statistics
(X(1), X(2), ..., X(n)), which is
f(n)(x1, ..., xn)=n! 5Dn
i=1
fX(xi)6 IGn (x1, ..., xn), (1.2)
where IA(x) is the identity function of the set A. Note that for simplicity, we
denote the joint density of all n order statistics as f(n). We will employ a
similar convention when writing the joint density ofY[ ]=(Y[1], Y[2], ..., Y[n])
for which we obtain











f(xi, yi)6 dx (1.3)
where f is the joint density of (X, Y). We will use this formula later in the
article.
Dependence. X and Y are said to exhibit positive dependence if high
(low) values of X tend to accompany high (low) values of Y with large
probability. There are many notions of positive dependence. For a
thorough discussion of the common ones, see Barlow and Proschan [1].
Shaked [15] also provides a good presentation on dependence. Here, we
will discuss only those notions pertinent to the present article.
Y is stochastically increasing in X (SI(Y | X)) if P[Y > y | X=x] is
increasing in x for every y. (In this paper, increasing means nondecreasing.)
X and Y are also positively dependent if the conditional hazard rate of Y
given X, hY | X(y | x)=fY | X(y | x)/F¯Y | X(y | x), is decreasing in x for every y.
X and Y exhibit total positive dependence of order 2 (TP2) if f(x1, y2)
f(x2, y1) [ f(x1, y1) f(x2, y2) whenever x1 < x2, y1 < y2, where f is the joint
density of (X, Y). TP2 (X, Y) implies that hY |X(y | x) is decreasing in x, which
in turn implies SI(Y | X). However, none of these conditions are equivalent.
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One common distribution that satisfies the TP2 property is the bivariate
normal distribution with a nonnegative correlation coefficient. Another
interesting case is the bivariate exponential distribution with survival func-
tion F¯(x, y)=exp[−l1x−l2 y−l12 max(x, y)]. It satisfies the TP2 property
when l1=l2. If l1 < l2, its conditional hazard rate ofY givenX is decreasing
in x for every y, but X and Y are not TP2 dependent. If l1 > l2, it satisfies
SI(Y | X) but not the decreasing conditional hazard rate property.
There are also notions of dependence that involve more than two
random variables. A random vector X=(X1, X2, ..., Xn) is multivariate
right corner set increasing if P[X > x − |X > x] is increasing in x for every x −.
(Here, a multivariate function is increasing in a vector x if it is increasing in
each component of x.) A good analysis of this property is presented in [4].
Also, the bivariate case is discussed in [1] and [15]. There are two exten-
sions of TP2 dependence to the multivariate case. The first, TP2 in pairs,
holds for a random vector X if for each pair of indices i, j, the density of X
satisfies the TP2 inequality for the ith and jth coordinates while the other
coordinates remain fixed. The second property is multivariate TP2 (MTP2),
which is defined by Karlin [10]. X is MTP2 if
fX(x) fX(y) [ fX(xNy) fX(xKy) (1.4)
for all points x, y ¥ Rn, where [xNy]i=xi Nyi=min{xi, yi}, and [xKy]i=
xi Kyi=max{xi, yi}. MTP2(X) implies X is TP2 in pairs and in some cases
is equivalent to it. TP2 in pairs implies that any bivariate marginal density
is TP2.
Karlin and Rinott [11] give a thorough discussion of the uses for mul-
tivariate total positive dependence in probability. For instance, they prove
that the vector (X(1), X(2), ..., X(n)) is MTP2.
Stochastic Orders. A stochastic order is a way of saying that one
random variable tends to be less than another in probability. There are
several stochastic orders. The simplest one is plainly called stochastic order.
X is less than Y in stochastic order, denoted X [st Y, if P[X > x] [
P[Y > x] for every x. This condition is equivalent to the condition that
E[Y(X)] [ E[Y(Y)] for all increasing functions Y where the expectations
exist.
Stochastic order has been extended to the multivariate case. A random
vector X is less than a random vector Y in multivariate stochastic order,
denoted X [st Y, if E[F(X)] [ E[F(Y)] for every increasing multivariate
function F. For an excellent presentation of these and other stochastic
orders, see Shaked and Shantikumar [16].
The next section gives extensions of the results provided in Khaledi and
Kochar [14].
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2. STOCHASTIC COMPARISONS AND DEPENDENCE
AMONG CONCOMITANTS
Our first result involves the stochastic order of concomitants. Khaledi
and Kochar proved that if Y is stochastically increasing in X, then
Y[r] [st Y[s] for 1 [ r < s [ n. Here, we extend this result to the multivariate
case.
Theorem 1. If Y is stochastically increasing in X, then
(Y[r1], ..., Y[rm]) [st (Y[s1], ..., Y[sm]),
where {r1, ..., rm} and {s1, ..., sm} are subsets of {1, 2, ..., n} with rj [ sj,
j=1, ..., m.
Proof. Let f(y) be an increasing function. First we will show that
E[f(Y1, ..., Ym) |X=x] is increasing in x; in other words, that
E[f(Y1, ..., Ym) |X=x] [ E[f(Y1, ..., Ym) |X=xg] for x [ xg. (2.1)
This will be true if
[Y |X=x] [st [Y |X=xg] (2.2)
Note that for each i and each yi, we have P[Yi > yi | Xi=xi] [
P[Yi > yi | Xi=x
g
i ] because of SI(Y |X). Thus, [Yi | Xi=xi] [st [Yi | Xi=xgi ]
for each i. Furthermore, because (Xi, Yi) are independent across observa-
tions, [Yi | Xi=xi] conditioned on [Yj | Xj=xj] for all j < i is just
[Yi | Xi=xi] itself. Similarly, [Yi | Xi=x
g
i ] conditioned on [Yj | Xj=x
g
j ]
for all j < i is just [Yi | Xi=x
g
i ]. Hence, (2.2) follows from Theorem 4.B.3
in Shaked and Shantikumar [16].




f(y1, ..., ym) D
m
i=1
fY | X(yi | xi) dy [ F
R
m
f(y1, ..., ym) D
m
i=1
fY | X(yi | x
g
i ) dy.
where R denotes the real numbers. From the easily proven fact that




f(y1, ..., ym) D
m
i=1




f(y1, ..., ym) D
m
i=1
fY | X(yi | X(si)) dy6 .
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fY | X(yi | xi)6 fs(x) dx dy,
which is just the statement E[f(Y[r1], ..., Y[rm])]=E[f(Y[s1], ..., Y[sm])].
Hence, the result follows. L
Theorem 1 can be applied to distributions for which SI(Y | X) holds,
such as the bivariate exponential distribution mentioned previously.
Now we show that if X and Y are TP2 dependent, the vector of conco-
mitants satisfies the MTP2 property. Kim and David [12] prove this for
the special case where Yi=g(Xi)+Zi, g is monotone, and each Zi has a
Polya frequency function of order 2. Our proof will use the following
result, which was proven by Khaledi and Kochar [14].
Theorem 2. If (X, Y) is TP2 dependent, then Y[ ] is TP2 in pairs.
Kemperman [13] proved that if an n×1 random vector X is TP2 in pairs
and its density is positive on all of Rn, then X is MTP2. Unfortunately, the
density f[n] of Y[ ] is not positive on all of Rn if the density f of (X, Y)
does not satisfy certain conditions. However, we will be able to prove that
Y[ ] is MTP2 using a similar but more complicated method than the one
Kemperman used in his proof. An extra step must be added to deal with
the fact that f[n] is not always nonzero.
In order to complete the implication, we must discuss the support of the
density of a TP2 random vector (X, Y). (In this paper, the support of a dis-
tribution refers to the set on which its density is positive.) Note that in our
definitionofTP2, we require thatf(x1, y1) f(x2, y2)−f(x1, y2) f(x2, y1) \ 0
for all x1, x2, y1, y2 ¥ R where x1 < x2, y1 < y2, not just for those x1, x2, y1,
y2 such that (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x1, y2), (x2, y1) are in the support of (X, Y).
Let C={(x, y) ¥ R2 : f(x, y) > 0}= support of F. Then obviously m2(C)
> 0. (Throughout this paper, mk denotes k-dimensional Lebesgue measure,
and m without a subscript denotes 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure.)
Often, the support of a TP2 distribution is a cross product of intervals,
but that does not have to be the case. For instance, C can be any rectan-
gular set, which means it would be of the form A×B, where A and B are
Borel sets which need not be intervals. In that case, for numbers x1 < x2
and y1 < y2, f(x1, y1) f(x2, y2) > 0 is equivalent to f(x1, y2) f(x2, y1) > 0,
so we never have to worry about the possibility of having f(x1, y2)
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f(x2, y1) > 0 and f(x1, y1) f(x2, y2)=0, in which case the TP2 inequality
would be violated.
Also, because our distribution is absolutely continuous, we can make the
following assumption about A and B.
Assumption 1. For every (x, y) ¥ A×B and every e > 0, m((x− e, x+e)
5 A) > 0 and m((y− e, y+e) 5 B) > 0.
Now C does not even have to be a rectangular set. The following facts
about it must be true, however.
Lemma 3. If y1 < y2, then inf{x: (x, y1) ¥ C} [ inf{x: (x, y2) ¥ C},
assuming these sets are nonempty.
Proof. Let C1={x: (x, y1) ¥ C} and C2={x: (x, y2) ¥ C}, and assume
both sets are nonempty. We will show that if inf C1 > inf C2, then f
cannot be TP2.
Let t1=inf C1 and t2=inf C2. If t1 > t2, then there is an x with
t2 [ x < t1 such that (x, y2) ¥ C, which means that f(x, y2) > 0. Of course,
(x, y1) ¨ C1, which means f(x, y1)=0. Also, ,x − \ t1 such that (x −, y1)
¥ C. This means f(x −, y1) > 0. Therefore, f(x −, y1) f(x, y2) > 0=f(x, y1)
f(x −, y2), but the TP2 property requires the opposite inequality; hence, f
cannot be TP2. L
Lemma 4. If y1 < y2, then sup{x: (x, y1) ¥ C} [ sup{x: (x, y2) ¥ C},
assuming these sets are nonempty.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3. L
These two facts tell us that the range of a TP2 distribution can look like
Figure 1a (or be a rectangle) but not like Figure 1b. In summary, the
support of a TP2 distribution with density f can therefore be the intersec-
tion of the 2-dimensional sets A×B and R, where A … R, B … R and R is a
subset of [inf A, sup A]×[inf B, sup B] which has no holes and which
satisfies the statements in the previous two lemmas.
Now let us state the theorem we need to complete the MTP2 result. The
proof of this theorem is the subsequent discussion.
Theorem 5. If Y[ ] is TP2 in pairs, then Y[ ] is an MTP2 dependent
vector.
The inequality needed to prove Theorem 5 is
f[n](y) f[n](z) [ f[n](yN z) f[n](yK z) (2.3)
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FIG. 1. Hypothetical ranges.
where y=(y1, ..., yn) and z=(z1, ..., zn). If f[n](y)=0 or f[n](z)=0, then
the inequality (2.3) is trivial. So from here on let us assume that f[n](y) > 0
and f[n](z) > 0. In that case, we can divide both sides by f[n](y) f[n](z).
f[n](yN z) f[n](yK z)
f[n](y) f[n](z)
\ 1. (2.4)
Let ui=yi N zi and vi=yi K zi, i=1, ..., n. Also, suppose the u’s in y occur
with indices i1, i2, ..., im, where ik < ik+1, and the v’s in y occur with indices
j1, j2, ..., jn−m, where jl < jl+1. For the fraction in (2.4), let us permute the
variables of y, z, yN z, and yK z, moving all the variables with i indices to
the left and all those with j indices to the right, to obtain
f[n](ui1 , ui2 , ..., uim , uj1 , uj2 , ..., ujn−m ) f[n](vi1 , vi2 , ..., vim , vj1 , vj2 , ..., vjn−m )
f[n](ui1 , ui2 , ..., uim , vj1 , vj2 , ..., vjn−m ) f[n](vi1 , vi2 , ..., vim , uj1 , uj2 , ..., ujn−m )
(2.5)
Now let
akl=(ui1 , ..., uik , vik+1 , ..., vim , uj1 , ..., ujl , vjl+1 , ..., vjn−m ) (2.6)
for 0 [ k [ m and 0 [ l [ n−m. Note that the four points
ak−1, l−1=(ui1 , ..., uik−1 , vik , vik+1 , ..., vim , uj1 , ..., ujl−1 , vjl , vjl+1 , ..., vjn−m )
akl=(ui1 , ..., uik−1 , uik , vik+1 , ..., vim , uj1 , ..., ujl−1 , ujl , vjl+1 , ..., vjn−m )
ak, l−1=(ui1 , ..., uik−1 , uik , vik+1 , ..., vim , uj1 , ..., ujl−1 , vjl , vjl+1 , ..., vjn−m )
ak−1, l=(ui1 , ..., uik−1 , vik , vik+1 , ..., vim , uj1 , ..., ujl−1 , ujl , vjl+1 , ..., vjn−m )
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differ in only two coordinates, the ikth and the jlth. Also note that a00=
yK z, am, n−m=yN z, am0=y and a0, n−m=z.








f[n](ak, l−1) f[n](ak−1, l)
(2.7)
provided all the terms in the denominator are greater than 0. Because Y[ ]
is TP2 in pairs, each factor in (2.7) is at least 1. Thus, the whole product is
at least 1, and we have (2.4).
Now we will show that if f[n](y) > 0 and f[n](z) > 0, then all the terms in
the product in (2.7) are positive. To do that, we must specify the require-
ment for f[n](y) > 0 to hold. Remember that C is the support of f. For any
y ¥ R, let Cy={x: (x, y) ¥ C}. If for a certain y, Cy is nonempty and we let
t=inf Cy and g=sup Cy, then because C is of the form (A×B) 5 R as
discussed before, Cy=(t, g) 5 A. Furthermore, by Assumption 1, m(Cy)





f(xi, yi)6 dx. (2.8)
Lemma 6. For a given point y=(y1, ..., yn) ¥ Rn, let tk=inf Cyk and gk=
sup Cyk . Then f[n](y) > 0 if and only if for each k ¥ {1, ..., n}, we have gk > ti
for i=1, ..., k.
Proof. Fix y=(y1, ..., yn). If Cyi is empty for some i, then obviously
f[n](y)=0. So now assume Cyi is nonempty for each i. Let L be the set of
points (x1, x2, ..., xn) on which <ni=1 f(xi, yi) is positive. If ts < gt for all
indices s [ t, then by our previous discussion, Gn 5 L has positive measure
and so f[n](y) > 0. Conversely, if there are any indices s [ t where ts \ gt,
then there is no point (x1, x2, ..., xn) in L such that xs < xt and so Gn 5 L is
empty, in which case f[n](y)=0. Therefore, f[n](y) > 0 implies that ts < gt
for all s [ t. L
Theorem 7. Given that f[n](y) > 0 and f[n](z) > 0, then for the points in
(2.6), we have f[n](akl) > 0 for indices k, l with 0 [ k [ m and 0 [ l [ n−m.
Proof. Suppose that f[n](y) > 0 and f[n](z) > 0, and let Cy be defined
as before. Also, let ak=inf Cyk , bk=sup Cyk , ck=inf Czk , and dk=sup Czk .
By Lemma 6, as < bt and cs < dt for every s, t with 1 [ s [ t [ n. Observe
that all the points in the denominator of (2.7) are just rearrangements of
the u’s and v’s, so let us consider a point w=(w1, ..., wn) where wk=
uk=yk N zk or wk=vk=yk K zk for each k. Because y and z are both in C
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(by assumption), yk ¥ B and zk ¥ B for every k, where B is the support of Y
as before. Hence, uk and vk are in B, and so wk ¥ B.
Let tk=inf Cwk and gk=sup Cwk . For f[n](w) > 0 to hold, we need that
ts < gt be true for any two indices s, t with 1 [ s [ t [ n. Now fix such an s
and t. If ys=us and yt=ut, and zs=vs and zt=vt, then it is immediate
that if ws=us and wt=ut, we have ts=as < bt=gt. Similarly, if ws=vs
and wt=vt, then ts=cs < dt=gt. If ws=us and wt=vt, then ts=as [
cs < dt=gt, where the first inequality follows from Lemma 3.
Now consider the case where ys=us, yt=ut, zs=vs and zt=vt as before,
and ws=vs and wt=ut. Unfortunately, in this case, it cannot be guar-
anteed that ts < gt; the series of inequalities given by Lemmas 3, 4 and 6
do not imply it. So we will have to keep this in mind as we continue the
proof. By symmetry, all the statements in this and the last paragraph about
the order of ts and gt hold if ys=vs, yt=vt, zs=us and zt=ut.
Now suppose ys=us and yt=vt, and zs=vs and zt=ut. If ws=us and
wt=vt, then ts=as < bt=gt. Similarly, if ws=vs and wt=ut, then ts=cs <
dt=gt. If ws=us and wt=ut, then ts=as [ cs < dt=gt, where the first
inequality follows from Lemma 3. If ws=vs and wt=vt, then ts=cs < dt
[ bt=gt, where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4. Therefore,
any combination of us, vs, ut and vt can be assigned to ws and wt in this case
and ts < gt holds. By symmetry, the same is true if ys=vs, yt=ut, zs=us
and zt=vt.
To summarize, for ts < gt to occur, we can assign to (ws, wt) any of the
pairs (us, ut), (vs, vt), (us, vt) and (vs, ut) except for the last pair if ys=us,
yt=ut, zs=vs and zt=vt, or if ys=vs, yt=vt, zs=us and zt=ut. Now let
I={i1, i2, ..., im} and J={j1, j2, ..., jn−m}. Observe that if s ¥ I and t ¥ J,
then zs=vs, zt=ut, ys=us, and yt=vt; thus, we can assign (vs, ut) to
(ws, wt) and still have ts < gt. We can also do that if s ¥ J and t ¥ I because
then ys=vs, yt=ut, zs=us, and zt=vt. However, if both s and t are in I,
then ys=us, yt=ut, zs=vs and zt=vt, so we cannot assign (vs, ut) to
(ws, wt) and guarantee ts < gt. The same holds if both s and t are in J
because then we would have ys=vs, yt=vt, zs=us and zt=ut. Note that
for all indices s and t in I with s < t, no pair (vs, ut) occurs in akl for any
appropriate k and l. The same holds for s and t in J with s < t. Thus,
ts < gt for all indices s < t, so f[n](akl) > 0. L
Now we know that (2.4) holds, so we have proven Theorem 5. Thus, the
entire MTP2 proof is complete, and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 8. If the density of (X, Y) satisfies the TP2 inequality on all of
R2, then Y[ ] is MTP2 dependent.
Now we will prove that if the conditional hazard rate of Y given X,
hY | X(y | x), is decreasing in x, then Y[ ] is multivariate right corner set
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increasing. We must show that P[Y[ ] > y − |Y[ ] > y] is increasing in y for
every y −. It is straighforward to show that this is equivalent to the condition
that
F¯[n](y)F¯[n](z) [ F¯[n](yN z)F¯[n](yK z) (2.9)
hold for all y, z ¥ Rn, where F¯[n](y)=P[Y[ ] > y]. Khaledi and Kochar
prove that Y[ ] is ‘‘RCSI in pairs,’’ which means that
F¯[n](x1, ..., xi−1, wi, xi+1, ..., xj−1, zj, xj+1, ..., xn)
· F¯[n](x1, ..., xi−1, zi, xi+1, ..., xj−1, wj, xj+1, ..., xn)
[ F¯[n](x1, ..., xi−1, wi, xi+1, ..., xj−1, wj, xj+1, ..., xn)
· F¯[n](x1, ..., xi−1, zi, xi+1, ..., xj−1, zj, xj+1, ..., xn)
holds for each i, j and wi < zi and wj < zj. Note that (2.9) is analogous to
equation (2.3). Given Khaledi and Kochar’s result, it is easy to see that we
can almost exactly use the proof of Theorem 8 to prove (2.9). We rewrite it
as
F¯[n](yN z) F¯[n](yK z)
F¯[n](y) F¯[n](z)
\ 1.
and write the fraction on the left as a product of fractions as in (2.7). The
only difference is the discussion about where F¯[n] is positive. As with the
other proof, we will show that if F¯[n](y) > 0 and F¯[n](z) > 0 and we define
akl as in (2.6), then F¯[n](akl) > 0 for all 0 [ k [ m, 0 [ l [ n−m. This task
will be considerably easier than it was for the other proof.
We need three lemmas in order to complete the proof of the new
theorem, all of which are easy to prove. Remember that A is the support of
X and B is the support of Y. Also, let Dx={y: (x, y) ¥ C}.
Lemma 9. If x1 < x2 and Dx1 and Dx2 are both nonempty, then sup Dx1
[ sup Dx2 .
Proof. Switching the roles of x and y in the proof of Lemma 4 yields
the desired result. L





F¯Y | X(yi | xi) fX(xi)6 dx. (2.10)
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Lemma 10. For a given point y=(y1, ..., yn), F¯[n](y) > 0 if and only if
yi < sup B for every i.
Proof. If yi \ sup B for some i, then F¯(yi | x)=0 for all x. In that case,
from (2.10) F¯[n] is obviously 0. Hence, we have the forward implication.
If F¯[n](y)=0 andU={(x1, ..., xn) : F¯Y | X(yi | xi) > 0 - i}, thenmn(Gn 5 U)
=0. If yi < sup B - i, U is nonempty. Thus, for every x=(x1, ..., xn) ¥ U,
and by Assumption 1 there are indices s [ t such that inf Dxs \ sup Dxt . But
since U … An, Dxs and Dxt are nonempty, so this contradicts Lemma 9.
Thus, we cannot have F¯[n](y)=0 and yi < sup B - i. So we have the
reverse implication. L
Lemma 11. If F¯[n](y) > 0 and F¯[n](z) > 0, then F¯[n](akl) > 0 for every
k=0, ..., m and l=0, ..., n−m.
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that all the y-values in the
coordinates akl are y-values that are either in y or z. L
We have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 12. If hY | X(y | x)=fY | X(y | x)/F¯Y | X(y | x) is decreasing in x
for every y, Y[ ] is multivariate right corner set increasing.
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